
Assignment 
Class – 6th Subject : REASONING 

CHAPTER – 3 . CODING – DECODING 

Q.1 – If ‘RAM’ is coded as ‘QZL’ in a certain language , then how will 

 ‘LAMP’ be coded in that language? 

a. KZLO b. MBNQ c. KZLP d. KLZN

Q.2 If in a certain code, ‘LUTE’ is written as ‘MUTE’ and ‘FATE’ is written 

 as ‘GATE’ , then how will ‘BLUE’ be written in that code? 

a. CLUE b. GLUE c. FLUE d. SLUE

Q.3 If ‘ROSE’ is coded as ‘ 6821’ , ‘CHAIR’ is coded as ‘73456’ and 

‘PREACH’ is coded as ‘961473’.What will be the code for SEARCH? 

a. 246173 b. 214763 c. 214673 d. 216473

Q.4 If in a certain code ‘19078’ is written as ‘JPHSX’ and ‘65432’ as ‘DBAIK’, 

then how will ‘89235’ be written in the same code? 

a. JPDBI b. XHVSK c. HPJAK d. XPKIB

Q.5 If ‘DELHI’ can be coded as ‘CCIDD’ then how would you code 

‘BOMBAY’? 

a. AJMTVT b. AMJXVS c. MJXVSU d. WXYZAX

Q.6 I n a certain code language the word ‘METAL’ is written as ‘QIXEP’. 

 How will the word ‘IRON’ be written in that language? 

a. LURQ b. JSPO c. MVSR d. NWTS

Q.7 In a certain code language ‘PORTRAIT’ is written as ‘TROPTIAR’. How 

would ‘BIRTHDAY’ written in the code? 

a. TRIBYADH b. YADHTRIB

c. IBTRDHYA d. TRIBDHYA



 

 

Q.8 In a certain code ‘ROAM’ is written as ‘5913’ and ‘DONE’ is written as 

 ‘4962. How is ‘MEAN’ written in that code? 

 a. 5216  b. 3126  c. 3216  d. 5126 

 

Q.9 In a certain code ‘GOLD’ is written as ‘5124’ and ‘LIVE’ is written as 

 ‘2983’ . How is ‘VOID’ written in that code? 

 a. 8194  b. 8394  c. 8154  d. 8793 

 

Q.10 If the code for ‘FOIL’ is ‘GPHK’, then what is the code for ‘TAME’? 

 a. UBLD  b. RESM  c. RNFS  d. SFNR 


